Confidentiality and HIPPA Test

Across
4. All client records should be destroyed by ______________.
7. HIPAA states I can disclose PHI for ______________ or ______________ for services with an authorization to release.
8. The Provider’s Right to Notice of Privacy Practices teaches clients and their families about __________ under HIPAA.
9. Under HIPAA, the ______ rule only covers electronic PHI, while the Privacy Rule covers electronic, oral, and paper forms of PHI.
10. Upon discovering a breach, Business Associates are required to notify the HIPAA Officer or Executive Director of the nature of the potential breach and whose PHI may have been improperly ______________, ______________, used or disclosed.

Word Bank
acquired, accessed                  False                  Cover page
HIPAA                              Everyone               Security
Protected Health Information       Shredding them         treatment, payment
                                    Privacy